Maxi-Sweep Manual Pool Vacuum

Detailed instructions are found on the vacuum as well.

Procedure

1) Move Maxi-Sweep, hose, vac hose, vac head, and extension poles to pool deck from storage room.
2) Place Maxi-Sweep on edge of pool deck with the white water return nozzle pointing towards the pool deck.
3) Feed the vac hose into the pool and connect one end to blue water intake on Maxi-Sweep and other end to the vac head.
4) Connect the first section of extension pole to vac head. Do not put vac head into water yet.
5) Put water hose through blue large debris filter cap and into vac hose. Turn on water.
6) Fill vac hose with water (it sinks when it is full). When hose is full of water put vac head into pool and connect last section of extension pole.
7) Once filter basket pot fills with water, shut off water hose and remove. Tighten cap to filter basket.
8) Plug Maxi-Sweep into wall.
9) Unscrew top pressure valve and turn the Maxi-Sweep on. When a stream of water shoots out of pressure valve, close valve.
10) Once full water pressure is exiting Maxi-Sweep and water is clean, turn Maxi-Sweep so that water return shoots water back into pool or a pool drain.
11) Start Vacuuming. Use care to make sure vacuum head is maintaining contact with pool bottom.

Cleanup

1) With Maxi-Sweep on, rotate Maxi-Sweep so that water return shoots water onto pool deck.
2) With Maxi-Sweep on, remove vac head from pool. Once most of the water drains from vac hose, promptly, turn off Maxi-Sweep.
3) Disconnect vac hose and open pressure valve. Remove vac head and extension poles, and put away.
4) Wheel Maxi-Sweep to closet and remove large metal filter cartage canister by unscrewing hose clamp at base of canister. Place canister into the sink.
5) With canister in sink remove nut holding the clamp that connects the top of canister to bottom, using ratchet provide. And remove top of canister and rinse.
6) With nozzle on hose, spay out filter cartridges, rotating canister to spray all angles of cartridge.
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7) When clean, reconnect the top and bottom of the canister making sure arrows are facing one another.

8) Rinse out debris pot by gently lowering Maxi-Sweep onto its side and rinsing out with the hose. Rinse out debris basket and return to pot.

9) Return filter canister to Maxi-Sweep and retighten the clamp.

10) Return all equipment to storage room.

11) Rinse pool deck.